Caballos del Pirineo
RECOMMENDATION
- Take it easy. This is an experience to be enjoyed without haste. The journeys
are easy and you will have time enough to finish them. If you do it calmly, you
will realize that this experience with the animals will be one of the most amazing
experiences you can have in the wildness.
- Bring with you enough water. Much of the paths visit several springs, but
depending on the season they must be dry. Don’t be scared to bring too much
water… donkeys are loading it!
- Our donkeys are well trained to show you all their patient and docility. But if
they suddenly stop and don’t want to walk anymore is because any reason!
Look around you, what are they looking at, find what is scaring them and let
them know that all is under your control. Give them confidence and they will
follow you.
- Donkeys can load no more than 40 Kg. Please, be nice and respect the limit.
- Here, in the mountains, the temperature can change so much during the day.
Bring your coat with you, and your raincoat, just in case.

REGULATIONS
Respect the animals! It is specifically forbidden to hit, hurt or cause any pain to
our donkeys. If you see any cruelty against our animals, please, let us know it!
In this experience you must not ride the donkeys. The animal will be your
companion and will load all your equipment. Any person riding the donkeys will
do it under his/her own responsibility (or under their parents/legal tutors) and
after signing an agreement concerning this topic.
Caballosdelpirineo wish to keep the rural heritage and to maintain the ancient,
close relationship between donkeys and mankind.
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Caballos del Pirineo
If you love the Pyrenees, if you like trekking, Caballosdelpirineo is pleasured to
show you a different way to enjoy the wildeness and the mountain paths. Come
to our land together with a docile, well trained, lovely and charming donkey.
You will be kindly surprised by the amazing experience of enjoying an
extracurricular journey with your pupils or developing a relaxing therapy for
disabled persons in the good company of our donkeys..
An easy path, for your first try, to discover how easy and funny is travelling with
a pleasant donkey and to be more confident on this new adventure. You will not
only walk, but you will create a deep link between you and the loyal donkeys.
Take it easy, don’t be in hurry. After that, you can decide to continue with a
longer journey. For sure, you will do it!
Although we suggest spending half day to accomplish this journey, you can
take the whole day to do it. Of course! Then you can take your time to take a
coffee in the village, to take a bath in the cold water of the river or even enjoying
a refreshing siesta by the riverside.

HALF DAY FARE: 30 euros / donkey
The most beautiful landscapes! Enjoy the pace of the mountains! Just think on
the path, enjoy the trip, and forget any other thought!

DAY FARE: 50 euros / donkey
Prepare your mountaineer equipment. Bring your tent and sleep under the
stars. Remind that your new friend, the donkey, brings the entire load!
We recommend you different routes with our charming donkeys.
These donkeys have been chosen from the very beginning and trained to give
you a wonderful experience. Each route has a methodology well adapted to the
different educational grades (from primary to high school)
If you need further information, don’t hesitate to contact us
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